See, Look & Watch - Exercises
See
Match the meanings of “see” in each sentence with the underlined words and phrases below:
ability to see / sense of sight

to meet or visit

to understand

to consider the future

1.

I’d like to see the manager, please. __________________________________

2.

We’ll see what happens at the meeting tomorrow. __________________________________

3.

Do you see what the problem is? __________________________________

4. Can you turn on the light? I can’t see a thing! __________________________________

Look
Re-write the sentences using the most appropriate form using “look” below:
look at
1.

look + adjective

look like

looks like + future clause

I think it will rain
_________________________________________________________

2.

We’d like to view the property you have for sale on Dunston Street.
_________________________________________________________

3.

These clothes are very similar to the ones in the magazine.
_________________________________________________________
She seems a bit distracted today.

4. _________________________________________________________

Look at or Watch
Put the following words and phrases into the appropriate column according to which verb they can be used with.
For some both verbs might be possible in which case, give examples of how they can be used differently:
a film
the newspaper

some photos

the semi-finals

some information
a house

look at

my bag

the clock

the news
the evidence

the sunset

the car

watch
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television
a concert

Phrasal Verbs with “look”
Complete the sentences with a suitable preposition from below:
out

for

up

around

forward

into

after

out

1.

When I don’t know what a word means, I look it ____________ in a dictionary.

2.

The police are looking ____________ claims of corruption by one of the biggest corporations in the USA.

3.

Look ____________ ! There’s someone coming!

4. I heard that the local restaurant is looking ____________ new staff.
5.

It’s only a week until our son gets married. We are really looking ____________ to it!

6.

We’re interested in this property. Would it be possible to look ____________?

7.

If you’re driving today, look ____________ for ice on the roads, it’s very cold out there.

8. I asked the babysitter if she can look ____________ the children tomorrow evening.

Choose the preposition that goes with look for each picture:
up

through

He looks _______ himself
in the mirror

He looks _______ the diamond
_______ the magnifying glass.

at

over

down

She looks _______ the window

He looks _______ the wall

back

out of

at

She looks _______ at her friend.

The dog looks _______ at her.
She looks _______ at the dog
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